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LNG export supporters worst nightmare
The worst thing that could happen for the future of LNG exports
would be for the price of US domestic natural gas to climb above the
low levels of recent years. The sub $4/mmBtu price is one that many
industry experts and LNG export advocates have predicted would last
for decades as mentioned in last week’s report. Now with natural gas
prices hitting new highs nearly every day those forecasts of unlimited
cheap natural gas from shale begin to come into question.
The industry has been in a rush to push forward with the LNG export
permits in the fear that the scenario now unfolding would happen. As
prices climb toward the $5 or $6 level it could bring into serious
doubt the view that long-term contracts for gas exports would not be
a problem. Those prices and rapidly falling storage levels are now
being seen without LNG leaving the country today.

Compare the trends in storage of the two time periods in the blue
columns. What a difference two years can make. Source: EIA

The regulators need to seriously consider what would happen with
this kind of weather event if the country is committed to export
10% or more of its natural gas production. (Over 13 Bcf of LNG export
capacity has been proposed according to the EIA.) Would the supply be
available during a similar weather event to meet domestic demand?
And if so at what price? Will those foreign buyers be impacted at
the same price level as domestic US buyers or will they continue to
take cargos at prices US consumers cannot meet?
Could a similar issue develop for natural gas that has unfolded in
propane this winter? Currently substantial volumes of propane are
in storage on the Gulf Coast awaiting export while supplies fall
and prices spike in rest of the country.
But the critical question is just how high would the price of US
domestic natural gas need to climb before foreign buyers with long-term LNG contracts would not take delivery? Who
would suffer most under natural gas prices of say $8/mmBtu, US consumers or foreign customers?
If the price of natural gas doesn’t come back down or storage levels fall to low championing the idea of more LNG
exports approvals will to take a lot more effort. You can expect the industry PR firms and pro-industry analyst to flood the
Op-Ed pages with commentary supporting LNG exports. They should make for some interesting reading in the months
ahead.
For a taste of how much things can change in the span of a decade at the end of this report I have attached Federal Reserve
Chairman Alan Greenspan’s 2003 testimony before the Committee on Energy and Commerce of the U.S. House of
Representatives where he discussed natural gas supply and demand issues. His first paragraph in the testimony is below. It
could just as easily have been given this week with today’s falling storage, price spike and cold weather.
In recent months, in response to very tight supplies, prices of natural gas have increased sharply.
Working gas in storage is currently at very low levels relative to its seasonal norm because of a colder
than average winter……

For those interested in the issue of oil exports Chris Nelder took the opposite side to industry with his Smart Planet article
this week. Why the U.S. Should Not Export Oil contrast Chris’s concerns with those reported in the press following the
hearings by Congress yesterday. Sometimes you wonder if they are discussing the same issue.

Japan’s trades deficit jumps
The Japanese trade deficit was up 65.3% over 2012. One of the biggest drivers was the cost of imported fuel. The weaker
yen has made it much more expensive to import the dollar denominated energy commodities such as coal, LNG and of
course oil.
On top of the higher import prices demand has been driven up by the need to make up for the consequences of the
Fukushima nuclear plant disaster. The country has very little domestic energy so it depends on imported energy for over
90% of its needs.
Because of Japan's reduced nuclear generation, in 2012 Japan spent $289 billion on net imports of fossil
fuels, more than any other country in the world, even surpassing China and the United States, says the
Institute for Energy Economics, a think tank partly funded by the Japanese government.
Because Japan is an island it presents an opportunity to see in clear terms how important affordable energy is to an
economy. It will be interesting to see if the policy of maintaining a low yen in the face of escalating energy costs brings
about the results the government wants. They may just find out that buying the master resource of energy with a weak
currency is an impossible long-term strategy.

Wait…Wind can add to grid reliability?
One of the big concerns that have been raised about renewable power generation is the variability and uncertainty that it
brings to a grid that has grown up on reliable base load supplies. With wind power now providing 20% of power in some
areas this concern is being studied with some interesting results.
We’ve all heard the warnings about how intermittent renewables could “crash” the grid if for instance
all of a sudden the wind stops blowing and grid operators are left in the lurch for power when they need
it. But what if wind turbines actually improve grid reliability?
The secret is for wind to become dispatch able on the grid. “The study’s key takeaway is that wind energy can act in an
equal or superior manner to conventional generation when providing active power control, supporting the system
frequency response, and improving reliability,” said Erik Ela, NREL analyst.
Link to the full NREL report “Active Power Controls from Wind Power: Bridging the Gap” ( 154 page PDF )

“To fear the worst oft cures the worse.”
~ William Shakespeare (1564–1616), Cressida, in Troilus and Cressida, act 3, sc. 2.
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Testimony of Chairman Alan Greenspan
Natural gas supply and demand issues
Before the Committee on Energy and Commerce, U.S. House of Representatives
June 10, 2003
In recent months, in response to very tight supplies, prices of natural gas have increased
sharply. Working gas in storage is currently at very low levels relative to its seasonal norm
because of a colder than average winter and a seeming inability of increased gas well
drilling to significantly augment net marketed production. Canada, our major source of
imported natural gas, has had little room to expand shipments to the United States, and our
limited capacity to import liquefied natural gas (LNG) effectively restricts our access to the
world's abundant supplies of gas.
Our inability to increase imports to close a modest gap between North American demand
and production (a gap we can almost always close in oil) is largely responsible for the
marked rise in natural gas prices over the past year. Such price pressures are not evident
elsewhere. Competitive crude oil prices, after wide gyrations related to the war in Iraq, are
now only slightly elevated from a year ago, and where spot markets for natural gas exist,
such as in Great Britain, prices exhibit little change from a year ago. In the United States,
rising demand for natural gas, especially as a clean-burning source of electric power, is
pressing against a supply essentially restricted to North American production.
Given the current infrastructure, the U.S. market for natural gas is mainly regional, is
characterized by relatively longer term contracts, and is still regulated, but less so than in the
past. As a result, residential and commercial prices of natural gas respond sluggishly to
movements in the spot price. Thus, to the extent that natural gas consumption must adjust to
limited supplies, most of the reduction must come from the industrial sector and, to a lesser
extent, utilities.
Yesterday the price of gas for delivery in July closed at $6.31 per million Btu. That contract
sold for as low as $2.55 in July 2000 and for $3.65 a year ago. Futures markets project
further price increases through the summer cooling season to the peak of the heating season
next January. Indeed, market expectations reflected in option prices imply a 25 percent
probability that the peak price will exceed $7.50 per million Btu.
Today's tight natural gas markets have been a long time in coming, and futures prices
suggest that we are not apt to return to earlier periods of relative abundance and low prices
anytime soon. It was little more than a half-century ago that drillers seeking valuable crude
oil bemoaned the discovery of natural gas. Given the lack of adequate transportation, wells
had to be capped or the gas flared. As the economy expanded after World War II, the
development of a vast interstate transmission system facilitated widespread consumption of
natural gas in our homes and business establishments. On a heat-equivalent basis, natural
gas consumption by 1970 had risen to three-fourths of that of oil. But natural gas
consumption lagged in the following decade because of competitive incursions from coal
and nuclear power. Since 1985, natural gas has gradually increased its share of total energy
use and is projected by the Energy Information Administration to gain share over the next
quarter century, owing to its status as a clean-burning fuel.
*****
Recent years' dramatic changes in technology are making existing energy reserves stretch

further while keeping long-term energy costs lower than they otherwise would have been.
Seismic techniques and satellite imaging, which are facilitating the discovery of promising
new natural gas reservoirs, have nearly doubled the success rate of new-field wildcat wells
in the United States during the past decade. New techniques allow far deeper drilling of
promising fields, especially offshore. The newer recovery innovations reportedly have
raised the average proportion of gas reserves eventually brought to the surface.
Technologies are facilitating Rocky Mountain production of tight sands gas and coalbed
methane. Marketed production in Wyoming, for example, has risen from 3.4 percent of total
U.S. output in 1996 to 7.1 percent last year.
One might expect that the dramatic shift away from hit-or-miss methods toward more
advanced technologies would have lowered the cost of developing new fields and, hence,
the long-term marginal costs of new gas. Indeed, those costs have declined, but by less than
might have been the case because much of the innovation in oil and gas development
outside of OPEC has been directed at overcoming an increasingly inhospitable and costly
exploratory physical environment.
Moreover, improving technologies have also increased the depletion rate of newly
discovered gas reservoirs, placing a strain on supply that has required increasingly larger
gross additions from drilling to maintain any given level of dry gas production. Depletion
rates are estimated to have reached 27 percent last year, compared with 21 percent as
recently as five years ago. The rise has been even more pronounced for conventionally
produced gas because tight sands gas, which comprises an increasing share of new gas
finds, exhibits a slower depletion rate than conventional wells.
Improved technologies, however, have been unable to prevent the underlying long-term
price of natural gas in the United States from rising. This is most readily observed in
markets for natural gas where contract delivery is sufficiently distant to allow new supply to
be developed and brought to market. That price has risen gradually from $2 per million Btu
in 1997 for delivery in 2000, and presumably well beyond, to more than $4.50 for delivery
in 2009, the crude oil heating equivalent of rising from less than $12 per barrel to $26 per
barrel. Over the same period, the distant futures price of light sweet crude oil has edged up
only $4 per barrel and is selling at a historically rare discount to comparably dated natural
gas.
Because gas is particularly challenging to transport in its cryogenic form as a liquid, imports
of LNG have been negligible. Environmental and safety concerns and cost have limited the
number of LNG terminals and imports of LNG. In 2001, LNG imports accounted for only 1
percent of U.S. gas supply. Canada, which has recently supplied a sixth of our consumption,
has little capacity to significantly expand its exports, in part because of the role that
Canadian gas plays in supporting growing oil production from tar sands.
Given notable cost reductions for both liquefaction and transportation of LNG, significant
global trade is developing. And high gas prices projected in the American distant futures
market have made us a potential very large importer. Worldwide imports of natural gas in
2000 were only 26 percent of world consumption, compared to 50 percent for oil.
Even with markedly less geopolitical instability confronting world gas than world oil in
recent years, spot gas prices have been far more volatile than those for oil, doubtless
reflecting, in part, less-developed global trade. The updrift and volatility of the spot price for
gas have put significant segments of the North American gas-using industry in a weakened
competitive position. Unless this competitive weakness is addressed, new investment in
these technologies will flag.
Increased marginal supplies from abroad, while likely to notably damp the levels and

volatility of American natural gas prices, would expose us to possibly insecure sources of
foreign supply, as it has for oil. But natural gas reserves are somewhat more widely
dispersed than those of oil, for which three-fifths of proved world reserves reside in the
Middle East. Nearly two-fifths of world natural gas reserves are in Russia and its former
satellites, and one-third are in the Middle East.
Creating a price-pressure safety valve through larger import capacity of LNG need not
unduly expose us to potentially unstable sources of imports. There are still numerous
unexploited sources of gas production in the United States. We have been struggling to
reach an agreeable tradeoff between environmental and energy concerns for decades. I do
not doubt we will continue to fine-tune our areas of consensus. But it is essential that our
policies be consistent. For example, we cannot, on the one hand, encourage the use of
environmentally desirable natural gas in this country while being conflicted on larger
imports of LNG. Such contradictions are resolved only by debilitating spikes in price.
*****
In summary, the long-term equilibrium price for natural gas in the United States has risen
persistently during the past six years from approximately $2 per million Btu to more than
$4.50. The perceived tightening of long-term demand-supply balances is beginning to price
some industrial demand out of the market. It is not clear whether these losses are temporary,
pending a fall in price, or permanent.
Such pressures do not arise in the U.S. market for crude oil. American refiners have
unlimited access to world supplies, as was demonstrated most recently when Venezuelan oil
production shut down. Refiners were able to replace lost oil with supplies from Europe,
Asia, and the Middle East. If North American natural gas markets are to function with the
flexibility exhibited by oil, unlimited access to the vast world reserves of gas is required.
Markets need to be able to effectively adjust to unexpected shortfalls in domestic supply.
Access to world natural gas supplies will require a major expansion of LNG terminal import
capacity. Without the flexibility such facilities will impart, imbalances in supply and
demand must inevitably engender price volatility.
As the technology of LNG liquefaction and shipping has improved, and as safety
considerations have lessened, a major expansion of U.S. import capability appears to be
under way. These movements bode well for widespread natural gas availability in North
America in the years ahead.

